WORD
DK In sum, [ 愼 ] (humility) is an emotion that is absolutely necessary for
human rationality. In other words, it is an element that makes a human

DK being 'human.'

The word, '[ 真 ] (truth)' is a rule of nature, a message from God.

The harmony we are seeking exists in the essence of [ 愼 ] (humility).

That is, D-K has a power that equally and harmoniously leads our sense
of the potential of human beings. Prior to all else, we are reminded of [

DK 愼 ] (humility) throughout our entire lives.

Methodological thought through which the rhythm of life may be
understood.

An internal movement that is able to move mountains. Whenever and

DK wherever, you will be accepted with full love.
DK

DK A universal form of spirit.

DK Where do you exist? Blood flows continuously.

DK Are you released from thought? This is a world of sensual order.
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Mr. Hasegawa

Your world is the universal spirit for humanity. After all, the world of DKis

not only your world but also the world of allsentient beings. Therefore, it is
nothingness.

Released from anxiety, with a peace of mind thatyou can devote yourself
to, the world full of love, the darkness, it is hope!

Your proposal is filled with celebration. God bless you and DK.
Yasukazu EZAWA, Priest at Ise Shrine

Nothing to own, being natural, nothing to say...
To behave naturally, thatis Shinto.
Transcend the self...

It is a fact that you become nature, and that nature and you become as one.
Then, the universe becomes me.

The projected images of DK are not an expression nor a simulation, but

discrete datathat is being generated in sequence. All are reflections of the

mirror that your mind bears.

Ultimately, you will realize that you are a spirit existing in the cosmos.

DK was given the inscription of [慎] (humility) by Reverend
Harunobu TAKASHIRO, priest.

